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Abstract— We report on the first active surface Y-

branch waveguide in the ~2 μm spectral range. Depressed-

cladding rectangular-cross-section surface waveguides 

with a splitting ratio of 1×2 are fabricated by femtosecond 

direct laser writing in a thulium (Tm3+) doped monoclinic 

double tungstate crystal. Confocal laser microscopy and μ-

Raman spectroscopy reveal well preserved crystallinity of 

the waveguide core. Under high-brightness laser pumping 

at 0.8 μm, a simultaneous continuous-wave laser operation 

in both arms is achieved resulting in a total output power 

of 0.46 W at ~1.84 μm with a slope efficiency of 40.6% and 

a laser threshold of 0.28 W. The laser output is linearly 

polarized and spatially multimode (TE12/TE22) with a 

power splitting ratio between arms of 52.1/47.9%). The 

waveguide propagation losses at 1.84 μm are ~1.6 dB/cm 

and the loss from the Y-junction is 0.1 dB. The fabricated 

waveguides represent a route towards advanced photonic 

micro-structures such as a Mach–Zehnder interferometer 

for bio-sensing at ~2 μm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

N photonic integrated circuits (PICs), optical waveguides 

(WGs) are the basic building blocks providing light 

confinement and propagation in a μm-scale volume [1-4]. 

Straight passive WGs are used for light guidance while active 

devices may provide miniature on-chip lasers. The beam 

steering capabilities of optical WGs make them useful for the 

fabrication of more complex devices, e.g., waveguide bends 

[5], power splitters (utilizing the Y-branch geometry) [6,7], 

directional couplers [8], ring resonators [9] or Mach–Zehnder 

interferometers [10]. Such photonic micro-structures are of 

interest for spectroscopy, quantum optics and bio-sensing 

applications. In particular, Y-branch WGs (optical power 

distribution devices) formed beneath the material surface are 

attractive for surface functionalization via evanescent-field 

coupling and, thus, for optical sensors [11,12]. 

In this work, we focus on novel Y-branch optical WGs 

based on the total internal reflection principle (refractive-index 

guiding) while other devices such as photonic crystal [13] or 

surface plasmon polariton WGs [14] are also known. 

To date, Y-branch optical WGs based on transparent 

materials have been realized by few methods, such as ion 

implantation [15], ion exchange [6,7], liquid phase epitaxy 

(LPE) followed by ion-beam etching [16] or femtosecond (fs) 

direct laser writing [17,18]. The fabrication of passive beam 

splitting WGs and their characterization regarding propagation 

losses, mode profiles and splitting ratios, have also been 

reported. 

Among the existing methods of fabrication of passive and 

active optical WGs in transparent dielectric materials, fs direct 

laser writing (also called ultrafast laser inscription, ULI) is one 

of the most powerful techniques [19,20]. It is based on 

focusing a high intensity laser beam inside a bulk material. 

The energy of the fs pulses is absorbed through a nonlinear 

process within a short time resulting in a strongly localized 

(down to sub-μm-scale) modification of the focal volume. In 

this volume, a thermally stable refractive index change (which 

can be either positive or negative) is created [20]. This index 
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change is a prerequisite for optical guiding. Fs direct laser 

writing benefits from the possibility to be used in a variety of 

eligible host materials (glasses, polymers, ceramics and 

crystals of different symmetries), short fabrication time 

suppressing the unwanted heat-transfer, high precision, and a 

broad range of possible WG geometries (a 3D fabrication 

process). 

Femtosecond direct laser written (fs-DLW) Y-branch WGs 

have been produced in various materials. Concerning passive 

devices, the host materials were Y3Al5O12 (YAG) [21,22], 

KTiOAsO4 (KTA) [15], LiNbO3 [18,23] and α-Al2O3 

(Sapphire) [24] single crystals. WGs with rectangular, circular 

and lattice-like depressed cladding were produced.  

Regarding laser-active fs-DLW Y-splitters, the studies 

focused solely on the spectral range of ~1 μm. For this, glasses 

and YAG single crystals doped with Nd3+ [6,17,25,26] or Yb3+ 

[27] ions were studied. In [27], a Y-branch WG laser with a 

double-line geometry inscribed in an Yb:YAG crystal 

generated a total output power of 2.29 W at ~1.03 μm with a 

slope efficiency up to 48% at a power splitting ratio adjustable 

from 50/50% to 10/90% and relatively high passive losses of 

3.4 dB/cm. In [25], Y-branch WG lasers (with 1×2 and 1×4 

splitting geometries) with an optical lattice-like cladding were 

inscribed in a Nd:YAG crystal. For the former structure, the 

total output power reached 0.33 W at 1.07 μm with a slope 

efficiency of 34% and relatively low propagation losses of 

only 0.5 dB/cm. 

To date, there are no studies about laser-active Y-branch 

WGs in the eye-safe spectral range of ~2 μm. However, such 

an emission is of particular interest for sensing applications as 

the absorption lines of relevant atmospheric and bio-molecules 

(CO2, H2O, etc.) are located in this spectral range. The 

Thulium ion (Tm3+) is known for its emission at ~2 μm from 

the 3F4 → 3H6 transition [28]. Tm-doped materials can be 

easily pumped at ~0.8 μm and the pump quantum efficiency 

may reach 2 due to a cross-relaxation process for adjacent 

Tm3+ ions leading to high laser efficiency [29]. 

In the present work, we demonstrate the fs-DLW active Y-

branch WG operating at ~2 μm. In many cases, it could be 

irrelevant doing the splitting in a passive device or in the laser 

itself. However, in the search for more compact and functional 

devices, it is very interesting having both outputs integrated in 

the laser. Moreover, thinking about the use of this laser as a 

(bio-) sensor, having the two arms operating in the active 

regime could give rise to a larger sensitivity of the device. 

As a gain material, we selected monoclinic double tungstate 

(MDT) crystals doped with Tm3+ [30]. Tm3+-doped MDTs are 

known for their excellent spectroscopic properties, namely 

high luminescence quantum yield, intense and broad emission 

bands at ~2 μm for polarized light, weak concentration-

quenching and strong Tm3+-Tm3+ cross-relaxation [31]. 

Efficient bulk [32] and waveguide [33] Tm:MDT lasers are 

known. Recently, fs-DLW channel WG lasers based on MDTs 

doped with Yb3+ [34], Er3+ [35] and Tm3+ [36,37] ions were 

reported. In the case of Tm3+ doping, a surface channel WG 

laser generated 0.17 W at 1.85 μm with a slope efficiency of 

37.8% and moderate propagation losses of 0.7 dB/cm [37]. 

II. WAVEGUIDE FABRICATION 

A. Discussion of the waveguide geometry 

Typically, fs-DLW WGs are classified according to the 

change of the refractive index in the irradiated areas [20]. If 

the refractive index change Δn is positive (i.e., if the refractive 

index of the irradiated area is higher than that of an 

unmodified material), type I WGs are fabricated. The mode 

confinement in this case is typically observed within the 

volume of the irradiated area. Type I fs-DLW WGs are typical 

for glasses and only very few crystals, e.g., LiNbO3 or ZnSe. 

If Δn within the irradiated area is negative, type II WGs are 

fabricated. In this case, the material inside the damage track 

undergoes a local volume expansion producing a local stress 

field in the vicinity of the irradiated region which leads to a 

slight increase of the refractive index around the track. The 

light is confined in the area of stress-induced refractive index 

change near a single-track or between the tracks. For a single 

track, the light confinement and guiding may be accomplished 

near the top or bottom apex of the track or to its left / right 

sides. The unpredictable nature of the core location in such 

structures has made the so-called dual-line type II WGs [38] 

more widely employed. The dual-line WG has its core region 

between the two damage tracks with a negative refractive 

index change. By optimizing the track separation, the stress 

induced by the two tracks in between them can be tailored to 

create a smooth, higher refractive index core region capable of 

light confining and guiding. Type II WGs are more typical for 

dielectric crystals. 

However, double-line type II WGs may manifest 

polarization favoring nature which might not be necessarily 

needed in low-symmetry laser gain media possessing intrinsic 

anisotropy of the optical and spectroscopic properties. Within 

type II WGs, one has to distinguish more complex micro-

structures formed by multiple (more than 2) damage tracks 

surrounding the unmodified core. Such structures are called 

depressed-index cladding WGs and they can be referred to as 

type III WGs [20]. For type III WGs, the core is encircled by a 

quasi-continuous contour of damage tracks with a negative 

refractive index change. This design is similar to optical fibers 

where the refractive index contrast between the core and the 

surrounding cladding is used to confine light. In type III WGs, 

the core region will maintain the inherent (optionally 

anisotropic) crystalline and spectroscopic properties. The 

present work deals with WGs of this type. 

The physical nature of light confinement for depressed-

cladding WGs is as follows. First, for crystals, the amorphized 

volume inside the damage track expands leading to a 

decreased density (refractive index) in the center of the track. 

This also causes compression of the crystalline material in the 

vicinity of the tracks which is thermally stable [20]. This 

compression enhances the refractive index via the photo-

elastic effect. According to our previous studies of micro-

structures in Tm:KLuW produced by fs direct laser writing 

[39], a refractive index change Δn of about 10-4 is expected for 

the studied WGs. 



B. Growth of the single-crystal 

As an active material, we used the monoclinic (space group 

C6
2h – C2/c) potassium lutetium tungstate crystal, KLu(WO4)2, 

doped with Tm3+ ions (abbreviated as Tm:KLuW). It belongs 

to the well-known family of MDT crystals. The bulk crystal 

was grown by the Top-Seeded-Solution Growth Slow-Cooling 

(TSSG-SC) method [30] using potassium ditungstate 

(K2W2O7) as a solvent and a [010]-oriented seed. The crystal 

was doped with 3 at.% Tm3+ (ion density NTm = 2.15×1020 

at/cm3). 

KLuW is an optically biaxial crystal. Its three mutually 

orthogonal principal optical directions (optical indicatrix axes) 

are denoted as Np, Nm and Ng following the relation of the 

refractive indices: np < nm < ng [30]. A rectangular sample was 

cut for light propagation along the Ng-axis because of the 

corresponding attractive spectroscopic and thermo-optical 

properties. The sample had a thickness t of 7.5 mm (along the 

Ng-axis) and an aperture of 10(Nm)×1.3(Np) mm2. The input 

and output sample faces, as well as its top surface were 

polished to laser-grade quality and remained uncoated. 

C. Femtosecond direct laser writing 

Depressed-index surface channel WGs with a rectangular 

cladding were produced in the bulk Tm:KLuW crystal by fs-

DLW [36], Fig. 1. As writing source we employed a 

Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier (Spitfire, Spectra Physics) 

emitting 120-fs pulses at a central wavelength of 795 nm with 

a repetition rate of 1 kHz. A calibrated neutral density filter, a 

motorized half-wave (λ/2) plate and a polarizer (P) were used 

to control the incident pulse energy on the sample. The laser 

beam was focused through the polished top surface of the 

sample (the Nm×Ng face) using a 40× microscope objective 

(numerical aperture, N.A. = 0.65). The incident pulse energy 

on the sample was 68 nJ. The crystal was translated through 

the laser focus at a speed of 400 µm/s along the Ng-axis 

producing the damage tracks. The selected scan speed was 

high enough to reduce crystal damage and to optimize the 

overlap between consecutive pulses while minimizing the 

writing time. A single damage track had an axial length of 5–8 

µm (in the vertical direction) and a lateral size of 1.5–2 µm. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Scheme of femtosecond direct laser writing of Y-branch waveguides 

in monoclinic Tm:KLuW crystals: Np, Nm and Ng – optical indicatrix axes. 

 

The polarization of the writing radiation was linear and it 

corresponded to one of the optical indicatrix axes of the 

crystal (E || Nm), so that it was orthogonal to the writing 

direction. This orientation of writing allowed to avoid the 

unwanted anisotropic effects related to the birefringence of 

MDTs. 

After each scan, the writing procedure was repeated at 

different depth and lateral positions of the sample with a 3 µm 

separation between adjacent tracks following the desired WG 

geometry. In this way, the WG cladding was formed by the 

damage tracks and the WG core consisted of the unmodified 

material. The structures were fabricated at the surface of the 

crystal in such a way that the crystal-air interface acts as upper 

boundary of the waveguides. Two types of micro-structured 

WGs were produced, i.e., (i) Y-branch WGs and (ii) straight 

WG both possessing a rectangular cladding, see Fig. 2. The Y-

branch WG had a rectangular cladding at the input facet 

(dimensions along the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) 

directions: dx1×dy). After a straight part with a length of l1 = 

1.0 mm, it was divided into two arms with dimensions dx2×dy 

each. When the arm separation in the horizontal direction 

reached a certain value (Δdx), the WG contained again a 

straight part with a length of l2 = 1.0 mm finally reaching the 

output facet. The condition dx2 = (1/2)dx1 was maintained to 

have access to the theoretical splitting ratio of 50%/50% when 

focusing the pump beam in the center of the WG cross-section 

at the input facet. A relatively long part for the Y-branch 

provided a small divergence angle for both arms minimizing 

the passive losses. Here and below, arm #1 and arm #2 will be 

the right (left) WG arms under top-view as shown in Fig. 2. 

Three different Y-branch WGs were produced, denoted as Y1, 

Y2 and Y3, see Table I. The Y1 WG, e.g., had a cladding at 

the input facet of 120×70 μm2 and at the output facet, the two 

arms of 60×70 μm2 were separated by 150 μm. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Scheme of Y-branch and straight WGs exhibiting rectangular cross-

sections (top-view). 

 

The refractive indices of undoped bulk KLu(WO4)2 crystal 

[40] are nm = 2.0430 at 802 nm (the pump wavelength) and nm 

= 1.9952 at 1845 nm (the mean laser wavelength), for the light 

polarization E || Nm. 

For the sake of comparison, we also produced a straight 

WG with a rectangular cross-section (dimensions: dx1×dy), 

denoted as S1. The dx1 value for this straight WG was equal to 

dx2 for Y1 WG (60 μm), thus representing a straight single-

arm of this Y-branch structure. For all Y1–Y3 and S1 WGs, fs 

direct laser writing was performed through the entire length of 

the sample, so that the total WG length ltot ≡ t. All the WGs 

were written just under the crystal top surface (surface WGs), 



thus making them potentially suitable for surface 

functionalization via evanescent-field coupling [37]. 

 
TABLE I 

PARAMETERS* OF THE Y-BRANCH AND STRAIGHT WGS EXHIBITING 

RECTANGULAR CROSS-SECTIONS FABRICATED BY FS-DLW IN Tm:KLuW 

WG dx1, 

μm 

dx2, 

μm 

Δdx, 

μm 

dy,  

μm 

ltot, 

mm 

l1, 

mm 

l2, 

mm 

δloss, 

dB/cm 

Y1 120 60 150 70 7.5 1.0 1.0 1.68 

Y2 108 54 50 70 7.5 1.0 1.0 1.72 

Y3 180 90 100 70 7.5 1.0 1.0 1.71 

S1 60 – – 70 7.5 – – 1.59 

*dx1 – WG width at the input face, dx2 – arm width at the output face, Δdx – 

arm separation (all in the horizontal direction), dy – WG thickness in the 

vertical direction, ltot – total WG length, l1 and l2 – lengths of the straight parts, 

δloss – passive losses. 

 

The rectangular shape of the WGs was selected because the 

fabrication of Y-junctions is easier as compared to the case of 

a circular geometry, particularly for surface structures. We 

also observed that for depressed-cladding WGs with a 

rectangular shape, the modal behavior can be easily tuned. 

The particular transverse size of the WGs (cf. Table 1) was 

selected from two main considerations: (i) in order to provide 

efficient coupling of pump radiation from both high-brightness 

laser sources (as demonstrated in Section IV) and laser diodes 

(potentially), and (ii) to ensure relatively low WG propagation 

losses. 

Regarding the second reasoning, during the fabrication of 

the cladding by the femtosecond laser irradiation, defects in 

the lattice are created at the damage tracks (as can be seen in 

the μ-Raman maps in terms of a decrease in the signal, see 

below). As the cladding size is reduced, the interaction of the 

modal profile with the cladding increases, and the presence of 

defects makes the WG propagation losses to increase. 

As compared to our previous work [37], we slightly 

changed the writing parameters (increased the incident pulse 

energy and decreased the writing speed). The choice of the 

irradiation parameters for the fabrication of depressed 

cladding WGs is a delicate point. In the present work, we 

aimed to produce tracks with a stronger damage, which helped 

to increase the refractive index contrast and the light 

confinement. The vertical walls of the rectangular claddings 

are “thin” barriers, and we required a more severe damage in 

order to get proper light confinement. An alternative would be 

to produce more parallel damage tracks in these sides of the 

WGs, but this increases the complexity of the device 

fabrication. 

The total writing time for the largest Y-branch structure 

(Y1, 120×70 μm2 at the input facet) is about 25 min. This is 

longer than the fabrication of type I or type II WGs where the 

light guiding is achieved within or between the damage tracks. 

In general, such techniques are less time consuming as they 

typically require only one or few laser scans at lower scanning 

speed. Type II (double-track) WGs were fabricated in a cubic 

Yb:YAG crystal by fs-DLW using 150 fs / 1.3 μJ pulses at 

775 nm at a repetition rate of 1 KHz [38]. The writing speed 

was 10 μm/s, corresponding to a similar total fabrication time 

for few cm-long devices. However, they type I and type II 

WGs not very successful in the strongly anisotropic 

Tm:KLu(WO4)2 crystal and, moreover, they cannot be directly 

applied to the fabrication of surface WGs.  

III. WAVEGUIDE CHARACTERIZATION 

A. Confocal laser microscopy 

The WGs were studied using a confocal laser microscope 

(LSM 710, Carl Zeiss) equipped with a 20× microscope 

objective (N.A. = 0.75), a polarizer (P), an analyzer (A) and a 

GaN laser diode emitting at λ = 405 nm and thus providing a 

very good spatial resolution (<1 μm). All the studies were 

performed in transmission mode. 

First, we studied the input and output facets for the Y1–Y3 

structures, Fig. 3. The dark-grey rectangular WG cladding 

formed by the damage tracks is clearly visible. The inner part 

(core) is darker than the surrounding (bulk) region. The latter 

is attributed to the sample illumination conditions not 

perfectly matching the acceptance light cone of the WG and 

hence, with light not being fully coupled into the WG. The 

cracks propagation from the top surface in Fig. 3(a,e) appeared 

during the laser experiments due to imperfect pump coupling 

during the laser alignment. Just after the fs direct laser writing, 

no cracks or damage of the bulk region were visible. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  End-facet-view confocal laser microscope images of the polished 

(a,c,e) input and (b,d,f) output facets of the fs-DLW Y-branch splitters in 

Tm:KLuW: (a,b) Y1, (c,d) Y2 and (e,f) Y3. Transmission mode, polarized 

light (P || Np), λ = 405 nm. 

 

The top surface of the sample was studied by observing 

different points located near the input facet, around the Y-

junction, in the middle of the Y-branch and near the output 

facet, as shown in Fig. 4 for the Y1 WG. The obtained images 

contained a dark net-like structure representing the bottom of 

the WG cladding formed by the damage tracks. Again, no 



volume cracks propagating along the WG or into the bulk 

regions were observed. The Y-junction appears to be much 

darker than the WG cladding because of the very close 

location of two sets of damage tracks forming the inner 

“walls” of the WG arms, Fig. 4(b). In addition, in these 

regions the accumulation of fs pulses is even larger due to the 

deceleration and acceleration of the translation stage required 

to do a change in the writing direction. The studies of the end-

facets and top-surface were performed with light polarized 

along the optical indicatrix axes (P || Np and P || Ng, 

respectively). 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Top-view confocal laser microscope images of (a-d) various parts of 

the Y-branch splitter Y1 fabricated by fs-DLW in Tm:KLuW. Transmission 

mode, polarized light (P || Ng), λ = 405 nm. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Top-view confocal laser microscopy study of the Y-branch splitter Y3 

fabricated by fs-DLW in Tm:KLuW. Transmission mode, λ = 405 nm, (a,b) 

polarized light (P || Ng), (c,d) crossed polarizers (P || Ng, A || Nm). (a,c) whole 

WG cross-section, (b,d) a close view of the Y-branch structure. 

 

Let us examine the area where the WG is divided into two 

arms in more details. For this, we consider the Y3 structure as 

an example, see the general view in Fig. 5(a). A close view on 

the Y-junction observed with a higher magnification is shown 

in Fig. 5(b). The black vertical lines represent the individual 

damage tracks. These measurements were done with polarized 

light (P || Ng). Furthermore, the area around the Y-junction 

was inspected with crossed polarizers (P || Ng, A || Nm), as 

shown in Fig. 5(c,d) for the general and close views. For the 

optically biaxial KLuW crystal placed between two crossed 

polarizers oriented along any two optical indicatrix axes, no 

light will be transmitted as seen in Fig. 5(c). However, the 

WG cladding in this figure appears as a bright area. This is 

due to the photo-elastic effect [41]. The fs direct laser writing 

induces an anisotropic stress field [20] which locally changes 

the orientation and shape of the optical indicatrix of the crystal 

[42] allowing the light beam to have a polarization component 

along the orientation of the analyzer. Note that the refractive-

index changes are strongly localized around damage tracks 

which appear to be bright under a close view, Fig. 5(d). The 

starting point of the Y-branch corresponds to the stronger 

material modification, as expected. 

We also studied the end-facet and the top-surface of the 

straight WG (S1), see Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig. 6. (a) End-facet-view and (b) top-view confocal laser microscope images 

of the straight WG S1 exhibiting a rectangular cross-section fabricated by fs-

DLW in Tm:KLuW. Transmission mode, polarized light: (a) P || Np and (b) P 

|| Ng, λ = 405 nm. 

B. μ-Raman spectroscopy 

μ-Raman spectroscopy mapping is a sensitive method to 

assess the structure modification and stress fields for materials 

subjected to fs direct laser writing [39,43]. A confocal Raman 

microscope (inVia Reflex, Renishaw) equipped with a Leica 

50× microscope objective and an Ar+ ion laser (514 nm) was 

used. The measurement geometry was g(mm)g according to 

Porto’s notations [44]. The spatial resolution was ~0.4 μm. 

The most intense Raman mode of KLuW, assigned as ν(W–

O)/ν1, centered at hνph ~907 cm-1 and related to W–O 

stretching vibrations of the [WO6] octahedra [30] was 

analyzed. The peak Raman intensity, the peak frequency and 

the peak width (full width at half maximum – FWHM) were 

monitored to produce 2D maps. 

The Raman peak intensity from the WG cladding decreased 

by 1/3 as compared to the bulk, Fig. 7(a). This was 

accompanied by a slight red-shift (by 0.6 cm-1) of the Raman 

peak position, Fig. 7(b). The proper interpretation of the peak 

width mapping seen in Fig. 7(c) was hindered by the low level 

of the measured signal. Nevertheless, the shape of the 

polarized Raman spectra measured for the WG cladding and 

the bulk regions were rather similar. Thus, the fs direct laser 

writing induced only a slight modification of the material 

within the damage tracks leading to its partial amorphization 

[39,45,46] or, in other words, to a decrease of its crystallinity 

(degree of structural order – the lack of lattice defects, 

imperfections and structure disorder) [39]. 



 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. µ-Raman mapping of the output facet of the fs-DLW Y-branch WG 

(Y1) in Tm:KLuW: (a) Raman peak intensity, (b) peak frequency and (c) peak 

width (FWHM). The mode at ~907 cm-1 is monitored. The measurement 

geometry is g(mm)g (Porto’s notations), λexc = 514 nm. 

 

Within the WG core, the Raman response remained almost 

unchanged with respect to the bulk regions. This is beneficial 

for laser operation as one still has access to the anisotropic 

spectroscopic properties of the Tm3+ ions in the host. 
 

C. Measurement of the propagation losses 

The WG propagation (passive) losses δloss were estimated from 

transmission measurements at ~0.84 μm (out of the absorption 

band of the Tm3+ ions). The laser output of a CW Ti:Sapphire 

laser was coupled into the Y1–Y3 and S1 WGs using a 

spherical lens (focal length: f = 50 mm) resulting in a spot 

diameter 2wP of 32±5 μm (at the 1/e2 level). Because the spot 

size was much smaller than the WG cross-section, the light 

coupling efficiency ηcoupl can be estimated from the Fresnel 

losses at the polished end-facet (89%). For each Y-splitter, the 

incident laser beam was aligned to ensure almost ideal 1×2 

power splitting ratio. The total transmitted power (i.e., coming 

out from both arms) was monitored. 

The results on δloss are shown in Table I. Among all the Y-

branch WGs, the smallest loss is observed for the Y1 one 

(1.68±0.1 dB/cm) which is only slightly higher than for the 

straight one (S1, 1.59±0.1 dB/cm). This indicates a relatively 

low loss introduced by the Y-junction of ~0.1 dB. 

IV. LASER OPERATION 

A. Laser set-up 

The scheme of the laser setup is shown in Fig. 8(a). The 

sample was mounted on a Cu-holder using a high-purity silver 

paint (SPI Supplies) for passive cooling. The laser cavity 

consisted of a flat pump mirror (PM) with antireflection (AR) 

coating for 0.7–1.0 µm (transmission at 0.8 µm: T = 99%) and 

high-reflection (HR) coating for 1.8–2.1 µm and a set of flat 

output couplers (OCs) with transmission at the laser 

wavelength (~1.84 μm) TOC of 1.5%...50%. The bulky PM and 

the OC were placed as close as possible to the facets of the 

sample with minimum air gaps.  No index-matching liquid 

was used to avoid optical damage of the sample. 

As a pump source, we used the same Ti:Sapphire laser 

delivering 3.2 W (M2 ≈ 1) at 802 nm (a local peak in the 3H6 

→ 3H4 absorption band of Tm3+). The pump power incident on 

the crystal was varied by a rotatory λ/2 plate and a Glan-

Taylor polarizer oriented so that the pump polarization 

corresponded to E || Nm in the crystal. The pump beam was 

coupled into the WGs using an AR-coated achromatic 

spherical lens (f = 50 mm, transmission at 0.8 µm: T = 88%) 

resulting in 2wP = 32±5 μm. The pump coupling efficiency 

was estimated as ηcoupl = 89% (see above). 

To determine the pump absorption ηabs as a function of the 

incident pump power Pinc, we performed pump-transmission 

measurements for each WG. The resulting ηabs was calculated 

accounting for the propagation losses δloss. The pump 

absorption in lasing conditions was taken at the incident pump 

power corresponding to the laser threshold, ηabs,L = ηabs(Pth), 

for each OC. It amounted to 79–84% depending on the OC. 

The small-signal pump absorption ηabs,0 calculated from the 

spectroscopic data, ηabs,0 = 1 – exp(–σP
absNTmt), was 99.9%. 

Thus, the pump absorption in lasing conditions was bleached 

as compared to its small-signal value. Here, σP
abs = 6.2×10-20 

cm2 is the absorption cross-section of Tm:KLuW at the pump 

wavelength (for E || Nm) [30]. 

The laser output was collimated using an uncoated spherical 

CaF2 lens (f = 15 mm). The non-absorbed (residual pump) was 

blocked using a dielectric long-pass filter. The spectrum of the 

laser emission was measured using an Optical Spectrum 

Analyzer (OSA, AQ6375B, Yokogawa). The beam profiles 

were captured using a FIND-R-SCOPE near-IR camera. To 

provide a scale calibration for the camera, the WG was 

illuminated by near-infrared light revealing the written WGs 

with a known size. 

A photograph of the Y-branch WG Y1 in lasing conditions 

is shown in Fig. 8(b). The WG exhibited blue-violet 

upconversion luminescence due to the 1G4 → 3H6 transition of 

Tm3+. 

 

 
Fig. 8.  (a) Scheme of the laser set-up: λ/2 – rotatory half-wave plate, P – 

Glan-Taylor polarizer, L – lens, PM – pump mirror, OC – output coupler, F – 

long pass filter; (b) Photograph of the sample with Y-branch WG (Y1) under 

lasing conditions. 

B. Pump mode profiles 

Prior to the laser experiments, we detected the near-field pump 

mode profiles, see Fig. 9 for both the Y-branch (Y1) and the 

straight (S1) WGs. In this figure, we show the crystal / air 

interface and the position of the WG cladding (formed by the 

damage tracks) by red lines as a guide for the reader. The 



measured pump mode profiles represent a certain number of 

high-order transverse modes resulting in almost uniform pump 

distribution over the cross-section of the WG arms of Y1 or 

the straight WG of S1.  

 

 
Fig. 9.  Near-field pump mode profiles for the (a) Y-branch (Y1) and (b) 

straight (S1) WGs  fs-DLW in Tm:KLuW. Red lines – air/crystal interface and 

WG cladding drawn as a guide for the reader. The pump polarization (E || Nm) 

is horizontal. Pinc = 0.5 W. 

C. Laser performance: Y-splitter 

First, we studied the Y-branch WG showing the lowest 

propagation losses (Y1), cf. Table I. The pump beam was 

focused in the center of the input facet of the WG leading to 

simultaneous laser operation in both arms (the active Y-

splitter regime). 

 

 

      
Fig. 10.  CW laser performance of the Y-branch WG (Y1) fs-DLW in 

Tm:KLuW: (a) input-output dependences, TOC – transmission of the output 

coupler, η – slope efficiency; (b) typical laser emission spectra measured at 

maximum Pabs. The laser polarization is E || Nm. 

 

The results are shown in Fig. 10. For all OCs, the laser 

output was linearly polarized (E || Nm) and the polarization 

was naturally selected by the gain anisotropy [30]. The best 

performance corresponded to the highest TOC = 50%. The laser 

generated 0.46 W at 1841-1848 nm with a slope efficiency η 

of 40.6% (vs. the absorbed pump power Pabs). The laser 

threshold was at Pabs = 0.28 W and the optical-to-optical 

efficiency ηopt was 31.5% (vs. Pinc). With the decrease of 

output coupling, the laser output gradually dropped. The 

splitting ratio for the output power, Pout(arm#1) / Pout(arm#2), 

amounted to 52.1/47.9%. The power scaling was limited by 

the available pump. The input-output dependences in 

Fig. 10(a) were linear well above the laser threshold showing 

negligible thermal effects. No thermal fracture was observed 

during the laser operation. 

Typical laser emission spectra (emission detected from both 

arms) are shown in Fig. 10(b). The spectra were centered at 

~1.84 μm in agreement with the gain curves for Tm:KLuW 

and E || Nm polarization [30]. With the increase of TOC, a slight 

blue-shift of the mean emission wavelength was observed due 

to the quasi-three-level nature of the Tm3+ laser scheme. The 

multi-peak spectral behavior is due to the etalon (Fabry-Perot) 

effects at the crystal / mirror interfaces, the broad local peak in 

the gain spectra of Tm:KLuW [30] and the spatially 

multimode laser output. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Modified Caird analysis for the Y-branch WG (Y1) fs-DLW in 

Tm:KLuW (circles – experimental data, line – their linear fit). 

 
TABLE II 

 OUTPUT LASER PERFORMANCE* OF THE Y-BRANCH AND STRAIGHT WGS 

FABRICATED BY FS-DLW IN Tm:KLuW 

WG 

** 

Pout, 

W 

λL,  

nm 

Pth,  

W 

η,  

% 

Mode 

TEmn 

Ratio,  

% 

Y1Y 0.46 1841-1848 0.28 40.6 12/22 52.1/47.9 

Y1A1 0.43 1840-1849 0.29 36.7 12/– 91.8/8.2 

Y1A2 0.42 1837-1847 0.29 36.8 –/22 5.8/94.2 

Y2Y 0.36 1838-1846 0.31 28.5 03/03 46.6/53.4 

Y3Y 0.28 1843-1849 0.60 28.1 *** 46.0/54.0 

S1S 0.59 1840-1855 0.19 44.2 TE03 – 

*Pout – output power, λL – laser wavelength, Pth – laser threshold, η – laser 

slope efficiency (vs. Pabs), ηopt – optical-to-optical efficiency (vs. Pinc), Ratio – 

power splitting ratio (output power in arm #1 / arm #2).  

** Y – simultaneous operation in both arms (Y-splitter), A1 and A2 – 

operation in arm #1 or arm #2, respectively, S – laser operation in a straight 

WG. 

***Mixture of higher-order modes. 

 

The output performance of the WG laser was analyzed 

using the Caird approach [47] modified for the case of high 

output coupling [48]. The Caird analysis is valid when the 

laser emission wavelength experiences almost no change for 

various OCs [47]. This condition is satisfied in our case, 

Fig. 10(b). The dependence of the slope efficiency on the 

internal loss per pass, L, and output coupler transmission is 

expressed as: 1/η = 1/η0(1 + 2γ/γOC), where γ = – ln(1 – L) , γOC 

= – ln(1 – TOC) and η0 is an intrinsic slope efficiency. The plot 

showing the inverse of the slope efficiency vs. the inverse of 

the output-coupling loss is given in Fig. 11. The linear fit of 

the experimental data yields η0 = 59.4±2 % and δloss,L = 4.34L/t 

= 1.56±0.2 dB/cm. This value agrees with the result of the 

transmission measurement, cf. Table I. The determined losses 

for the spatially multimode Y-branch WGs are higher than 

those for single-mode straight WGs produced by fs direct laser 

writing in a similar material (~1 dB/cm) [36]. The possible 



reasons for this are the multimode behavior and the presence 

of the Y-junction. 

The Y2 and Y3 WGs were studied implementing only the 

best OC (TOC = 50%). The results are presented in Table II. 

Both WGs showed inferior laser performance (lower output 

power and higher laser threshold) in agreement with their 

higher passive losses. The emission wavelength and the power 

splitting ratios were similar to those of the Y1 WG. 

The laser performance of all studied WGs is summarized in 

Table II. 

D. Laser performance: Straight waveguide 

We compared the performance of the best Y-branch WG (Y1) 

operating in a single-arm regime and the straight S1 WG, see 

Fig. 12. When the pump beam was shifted by ~30 μm to the 

right / left in the horizontal plane (if looking from above), the 

Y1 WG laser operated predominantly in the arm #1 / arm #2 

(cf. Fig. 2). The corresponding power transfer characteristics 

for the individual arms and simultaneous operation in the 

active Y-splitter were similar, Fig. 12(a). The laser emission 

spectra were also similar, Fig. 12(b). 

For example, when operated in arm #1, the WG laser 

generated 0.43 W at 1840–1849 nm with η = 36.7% and with a 

laser threshold of 0.29 W. This can be attributed to the 

relatively large cross-section of the Y-branch WG allowing for 

spatially multimode output, as well as to the relatively low 

loss from the Y-junction. The power splitting ratio for 

operation in arm #1 was 91.8/8.2%. 

 

 
Fig. 12.  (a) Input-output dependences and (b) typical laser emission spectra 

measured at maximum Pabs for Y-branch and straight WGs (Y1 and S1) 

fabricated by fs-DLW in Tm:KLuW operated under different regimes, η – 

slope efficiency. The laser polarization is E || Nm. 

 

Using the straight WG S1, the output power reached 0.59 W 

at 1840–1855 nm with a maximum η = 44.2%, lowest 

threshold of 0.19 W and highest ηopt of 37.2% (among the 

studied WGs). 

E. Laser mode analysis 

The laser emission for all the studied WGs was spatially 

multimode. The Y-branch WG showing the best performance 

(Y1) generated TE12/TE22 modes in arm #1 / arm #2, 

respectively (the laser polarization was horizontal). For the Y2 

WG, the laser output corresponded to TE03/TE03 modes. For 

the Y3 WG, the output was strongly multimode. 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Near-field laser mode profiles for the Y-branch and straight WGs 

(Y1 and S1) fs-DLW in Tm:KLuW: (a) Y1, simultaneous operation in both 

arms (Y-splitter), (b) Y1, operation in arm #1, (c) Y1, operation in arm #2, (d) 

S1. Red lines – air/crystal interface and WG cladding drawn as a guide for the 

reader. The laser polarization (E || Nm) is horizontal. Pabs = 1.0 W, TOC = 50%. 

 

More detailed analysis for the best Y-branch WG Y1 is 

shown in Fig. 13(a-c). In this figure, we indicate the crystal / 

air interface and the position of the WG cladding (formed by 

the damage tracks) by red lines as a guide for the reader. 

When the laser operated simultaneously in both arms (the 

active Y-splitter regime), Fig. 13(a), the integrated light 

intensity within both WG arms was nearly the same (see the 

power splitting ratio in Table II). The laser mode for both 

arms was well confined within the cladding. When the laser 

operated in arm #1 / arm #2, the laser mode resembled the one 

observed in the active Y-splitting regime but the integrated 

light intensity for the “active” arm was about 2 times higher. 

Note that for the two arms, the mode was slightly different 

(TE12 and TE22) despite the fact that the Y1 WG was 

geometrically symmetric. This is maybe due to secondary 

anisotropy of the refractive index change induced during the fs 

direct laser writing, and, in particular, the fabrication of the Y-

junction. The difference of the laser modes generated in two 

arms can also originate from the detected slight asymmetry of 

the pump mode, Fig. 9. 

For the straight WG S1, the generated mode corresponded 

to TE03, Fig. 13(d). The cladding cross-section of the S1 WG 

is exactly the same as those of the arms of the Y-branch WG 

Y1. The mode difference in these cases indicates the effect of 

the Y-junction on the mode formation even in single arm laser 

operation. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We report on the first active Y-splitters produced in 

anisotropic (low-symmetry, monoclinic) crystals by fs direct 

laser writing. Due to the use of Tm3+ doping, these micro-

structures operated in the eye-safe spectral range of ~2 μm. 

The studied geometry was based on depressed cladding 

waveguides with a rectangular cross-section featuring a single 

Y-junction and nearly symmetric shape leading to almost 

50/50% power splitting ratio. Due to the proper writing 

conditions, the total waveguide propagation loss was moderate 



(down to ~1.6 dB/cm) and the loss originating from the Y-

junction itself was low (estimated to be about 0.1 dB). 

When pumped by a high-brightness laser source (M2 ≈ 1) at 

~0.8 μm, the active Y-splitting waveguide laser generated a 

total output power of 0.46 W at ~1.84 μm with a slope 

efficiency of 40.6% and a laser threshold of 0.28 W. The laser 

output was linearly polarized and spatially multimode 

(TE12/TE22, power splitting ratio: 52.1/47.9%). 

Further improvement of the laser performance of the Y-

branch waveguides with a rectangular cladding is expected by 

minimizing their propagation losses with optimized writing 

conditions. Power scaling of such active devices can be 

reached when employing high-power fiber-coupled AlGaAs 

laser diodes whilst with low beam quality (M2 >> 1). Even 

more exciting possibilities are expected with Y-branch 

waveguides featuring single-transverse-mode output for both 

arms. Such devices can be fabricated by reducing the cladding 

cross-section with both rectangular and circular geometries. In 

this case, efficient coupling of light from single-mode fibers 

will be facilitated making such micro-structures more 

attractive for integrated optics applications. 

The results achieved in this work are promising for the 

fabrication of more complex passive and active photonic 

micro-structures based on anisotropic crystals, such as a 

Mach–Zehnder interferometer with envisioned applications in 

active optical sensing [49], waveguides with multiple Y-

branches, or 3D bulk / surface structures. The active Y-

splitting waveguides with a single transverse mode output are 

potentially interesting for dual-comb high repetition rate 

(GHz-range) mode-locked oscillators with application in high-

resolution on-chip spectroscopy. Regarding the bio-sensing, 

there are several potential ways to increase the interaction of 

the evanescent field with the surface. One consists of reducing 

the vertical dimension of the WGs. Another one is coating the 

surface of the sample with a 2D material in such a way that a 

plasmonic state is excited, and light distribution shifts to 

towards the external media. 
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